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Abstract

With the rise of large-scale vision-language pretraining (VLP), tremendous progress has been
achieved in handling complex multi-modal information in general domain. However, large
vision-language models specifically tailored for medical domains are far from well-developed
due to challenges such as cost, acquisition, privacy concerns, and the intricate nature of
medical data. While existing research has delved into constructing better datasets and refining
model architectures for medical VLP, there is a noticeable lack of focus on adapting these
pretrained models to complex downstream medical tasks. Using medical Visual Question
Answering (VQA) as a representative downstream task that is hard for adaptation, this
thesis studies the adaptation problem from two points: 1) how can the pretraining target be
adjusted to better serve downstream tasks, and 2) how can downstream tasks better align with
the pretraining tasks. For the first question, based on our observations that highly similar
medical images may harm image feature extraction and fine-grained language supervision
is lack for fine-grained discriminative tasks including multiple choice VQA, we propose a
Inner Contrastive Enhanced (ICE) Pretraining framework to address such problems, which
significantly improves the state-of-the-art on PMC-VQA-test-clean multiple choice questions
by 6%. For the second question, we further explore the ICE pretrained model’s adaptation to
very hard open-ended PMC-VQA questions and a simpler downstream VQA task on VQA-
RAD. In the open-ended VQA task, we observe an accuracy-readability trade-off in existing
generative models due to poor adaptation, and propose a "first guess answer candidates, then
select the best one with ICE" paradigm as well as a simple ensemble trick that significantly
improve answer readability while maintaining high accuracy. When adapting to VQA-RAD,
we leverage advanced LLMs to restate and augment the closed-ended questions and options
to better align with PMC-VQA used for pretraining, and to generate hard textual negatives
for open-ended questions. Our approach establishes a new state-of-the-art of 81.82% overall
accuracy, implying the great power and flexibility of our ICE pretraining framework and our
adaptation methods.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In recent years, thanks to advancements in hardware computational power, the most prominent
trend in the deep learning has been the scaling up of dataset and model sizes. Large language
models (LLMs) like GPT-4 with trillions of parameters trained on trillions of tokens [Ope23a]
have achieved astonishing capabilities that changed the world, benefiting hundreds of millions
of users and significantly boosting social productivity. Meanwhile, large multi-modal models
become more and more capable of handling complex information from different modalities
including text, images, sound, and video, demonstrating great zero/few-shot ability in
downstream tasks including classification, visual question answering (VQA), etc. [RKH+21,
JYX+21, WBD+22, LLXH22, LLSH23, ZCS+23, ZZZ+23, YFZ+23, Ope23a, ADL+22,
AGG+23, GHZ+23, DLL+23].

However, different from general domain, large vision-language models in medical domains
remain underdeveloped due to some notable limitations such as the high cost, difficulty in
acquisition, privacy concerns, and fine granularity of medical data. On one hand, even the
largest existing medical vision-language dataset PMC-15M [ZXU+23], which has exhausted
the largest biomedical database PubMed Central1, is still orders of magnitude smaller than
the large datasets in general domain (e.g., LAION-5B [SBV+22]). On the other hand, even
within medical data, there are significant gaps between different subdomains (e.g., CT images
and pathological images), so many works only focus on one subdomain as a conservative
choice [WZZ+23b, CDW+23, YJT+23, EMDM23, CDH+22, MHWZ23, HSLY21]. These
special properties of medical data makes it an extremely challenging problem of how to
collect and make best use of the limited available medical data for general medical foundation
models.

1https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/tools/openftlist/

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/tools/openftlist/


2 Introduction

While a long line of research has been discussing around how to refine the dataset and model
architecture for medical vision-language pretraining and use downstream medical tasks for
evaluation, they hardly treat how to adapt the pretrained models to the downstream tasks
as a serious problem. Chen et al. [CDW+23] classify the downstream tasks into uni-modal
(e.g., image classification), cross-modal (e.g., text-image retrieval) and multi-modal (e.g.,
VQA) tasks and advocate to handle them in a unified framework, as in some following works
[ZYY+23, LWZ+23, WZZ+23b]. We argue that although some easy tasks align well with
the pretraining task (e.g., cross-modal retrieval aligns well with the image-text contrastive
learning), better adaptation strategies for complex tasks including medical VQA are yet
to be well-studied, as they are far from the pretraining task. For instance, PubMedCLIP
[EMDM23]/BiomedCLIP [ZXU+23] only uses the pretrain visual encoder and has to resort
to QCR [ZLF+20]/METER [DXG+22] framework to perform medical VQA, which is
clearly not a satisfying way. Among them, only Zhang et al. [ZWZ+23] propose to add an
intermediate pretraining step for their large generative model MedVInT on a large medical
VQA dataset for better adaptation, which has been shown to be very effective.

In this thesis, using medical VQA as a representative complex downstream task, we further
discuss

1. How can the pretraining target be adjusted to better serve downstream tasks?

2. How can we better align the downstream tasks with the pretrained vision-language
model for better adaptation?

Note that the two questions start from different perspectives of pretraining/downstream tasks
respectively, and both target at better adaptation. For the first question, we propose a new
Inner Contrastive Enhanced (ICE)-Pretraining framework to train a contrastive model on
the large-scale medical VQA dataset PMC-VQA [ZWZ+23] specially designed upon our
understandings in the special properties of medical data, which will be demonstrated more
powerful than the large generative model in [ZWZ+23] and sets the new state-of-the-art
on PMC-VQA multiple choice questions. For the second question, we study adaptation of
the ICE-pretrained model to open-ended hard medical VQA and to a simple downstream
VQA task. For the former, we leverage the discriminative power of ICE model to improve
accuracy of the generated content. For the later, we mainly resort to advanced LLMs
[Ope23b, Ope23a] to restate questions and options for better alignment and augmentations.
We summarise our main contributions and organisation of this thesis as follows:
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• In Chapter 2, we introduce the background of vision-language pretraining, especially
existing frameworks in medical domains. We point out that almost all existing con-
trastive models are pretrained on image-caption pairs that poorly adapt to complex
downstream tasks including VQA, and the only generative model pretrained for medical
VQA is a suboptimal choice for discriminative (multiple choice) tasks.

• In Chapter 3, we first identify the problem of highly similar medical images in the
first stage image-caption pretraining, and then the problem of lack of fine-grained
language supervision for the VQA task. We propose a new Inner Contrastive En-
hanced (ICE)-Pretraining framework for a contrastive model to solve these problems,
and improves the state-of-the-art accuracy on PMC-VQA-test-clean multiple choice
questions [ZWZ+23] by a large margin of 6% from 42.3% to 48.3%. To our best
knowledge, this is the first contrastive model pretrained for large-scale hard medical
VQA task.

• In Chapter 4, we study a hard open-ended medical VQA task, PMC-VQA [ZWZ+23].
We first observe an accuracy-readability trade-off and attribute it to the model’s limited
fitting power and the complexity of the task, and then propose a new pipeline to first
predict candidate options and then select the best one using ICE-pretrained model, and
also an ensemble trick to achieve good balance in the trade-off. Based on a newly
proposed reliable GPT-4-based evaluation protocol, our method significantly increases
the answer readability while having good accuracy.

• In Chapter 5, we adapt the ICE-pretrained model to a small downstream VQA
task, VQA-RAD [LGBADF18]. For closed-ended questions we use GPT-3.5-turbo
[Ope23b] to restate the questions and options in the same format of multiple choice
questions in PMC-VQA for better alignment and augmentations. For open-ended
questions we generate hard negatives that echoes the fine-grained supervision idea
in our ICE framework. Through extensive experiments we show the effectiveness of
each proposed technique and it establishes a new state-of-the-art of 81.82% overall
accuracy.

• In Chapter 6, we conclude our work and discuss its limitations and future works.

And also refer to Figure 1.1 for the overall organisation.
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Fig. 1.1 Overall organisation of this thesis.



Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter, we introduce the background of vision-language pretraining (VLP). Since
our main focus is VLP in medical domains, we first give only a brief introduction of VLP in
general domain, and defer more details of training targets/architectures adopted in existing
VLP frameworks in medical domains to Section 2.2. Finally we narrow it down to pretraining
methods for medical VQA, the representative hard-to-adapt downstream task discussed
through the thesis.

2.1 Vision-Language Pretraining in General Domain

VLP for representation learning. Compared with supervised [HZRS16] and unsupervised
learning [CKNH20, HFW+20, GSA+20, CTM+21], contrastive learning with natural lan-
guage supervision has been demonstrated to have better generalisation in many downstream
tasks [RKH+21, LSG+21, JYX+21, SLT+22]. Pretrained on web-scale image-caption pairs
[SBV+22], the framework uses a simple idea to match the image representations to the repre-
sentations of their corresponding captions while repelling the others. Many variants have been
developed for better performance, such as FILIP [YHH+22] that pursuits a patch/token level
of image-text alignment and FLIP [LFH+23] that randomly masks image patch during train-
ing. Beyond learning good image embeddings, more losses including Mask Image/Language
Modelling loss [HCX+22, KT19] and Image-Text Matching loss are often integrated into the
learning object for diverse multi-modal downstream tasks [SHG+22, DKG+22, LLXH22],
e.g., learning a fused representation of image and question for visual question answering
(VQA). We defer more details into Section 2.2 under medical VLP background.

Roles of LLMs in VLP. Thanks to the rapid growth of advanced LLMs, vision-language mod-
els’ text generation ability can greatly benefit from them by pretrained LLMs. For instance,
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Flamingo [ADL+22, AGG+23] insert learnable attention layers into frozen pretrained lan-
guage model (Chinchilla-70B [HBM+22]) layers to interact with extracted image information
to handle interleaved image-text sequences; BLIP-2 [LLSH23], InstructBLIP [DLL+23] and
MiniGPT-4 freeze pretrained LLMs (OPT [ZRG+22], FlanT5 [CHL+22], Vicuna [CLL+23])
and just fine-tune an adaptation layer. Moreover, the most advanced LLMs [Ope23b, Ope23a]
are also used for text preprocessing/augmentation. Recent works show high-quality generated
textual data are essential for large-scale pretraining [ZCS+23, FKI+23, GZA+23].

Downstream tasks. The pretrained models can be fine-tuned and directly apply to (zero-shot)
multiple downstream tasks, such as uni-modal classification, image captioning, cross-modal
retrieval (e.g., finding the image that best fits a given description), VQA (usually treated
as a classification task over all candidate answers [GKSS+17, CLY+20] or pure open-
ended generative task [LSG+21, ADL+22, AGG+23, LLXH22, LLSH23]). We remark that
different downstream tasks may focus on different ability of the pretrained model, e.g., while
retrieval tasks emphasise contrastive power across modalities, VQA tasks use fused features
where the two modalities work in a cooperative manner.

2.2 Medical Vision-Language Pretraining Frameworks

In this section, we revisit existing frameworks that dedicate on large-scale pretraining in
medical domains. Particularly, we discuss contrastive and generative models separately,

2.2.1 Contrastive Models

We start from two of the most representative contrastive models pretrained on large-scale
medical dataset, BiomedCLIP [ZXU+23] and PMC-CLIP [LZZ+23]. While the former is
pretrained on a larger biomedical dataset PMC-15M that contains 15 million image-caption
pairs [ZXU+23], the later is pretrained on a smaller (1.6 million image-caption pairs) but
more carefully cleaned dataset PMC-OA [LZZ+23]. As shown in Figure 2.1, they both first
extract image and text features from a image-caption pair by feeding them into an image
encoder and a text encoder. Given the image-caption pairs, pretraining of both the two
contrastive models includes the traditional image-text contrastive (ITC) loss as adopted in
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Fig. 2.1 Network architecture of PMC-CLIP [LZZ+23]. BiomedCLIP [ZXU+23] shares the
same two encoders but without the fusion module and removes the MLM loss.

pretraining general domain CLIP [RKH+21]:

ℓITC =
1
2
(ℓi2t + ℓt2i) =− 1

2N

N

∑
i

log
exp(xT

i yi/σ)

∑
N
j=1 exp(xT

i y j/σ)
− 1

2N

N

∑
i

log
exp(yT

i xi/σ)

∑
N
j=1 exp(yT

i x j/σ)
,

(2.1)

in which N is the number of pairs contained in a minibatch, xi/yi denotes normalised
embedding of image/text in the i-th pair in the minibatch extracted by the encoders, and σ

is a (learnable) temperature parameter widely adopted in contrastive learning [CKNH20].
Minimising the ITC loss encourages the feature of an image to have higher similarity with
the feature of its corresponding caption than other captions appear in the same batch, making
it a powerful model for image-text retrieval. Also in a high-level, the captions provide
natural language supervision for the images that leads to good image representations if the
pretraining dataset is adequately large [RKH+21].

In addition, PMC-CLIP also introduces a Transformer-based fusion module [VSP+17] to fuse
the image feature with the text feature, and perform Masked Language Modelling (MLM) loss
following BERT [KT19] by predicting the masked tokens in the input caption from the fused
embedding as illustrated in Figure 2.1. Specifically, around 15% input caption tokens are
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replaced with Token [MASK], and then the output of the text encoder, i.e. the input sequence
embedding t ∈Rℓ×d (where ℓ is the maximum token sequence length and d is the embedding
dimension) is concatenated with a learnable image token embedding v0 ∈ Rd and the image
embedding v ∈ Rd into tconcat = [t : v0 : v] ∈ R(ℓ+2)×d . It is then fed into the fusion model,
and the last two rows of the output (corresponding to the position of the image token and the
image feature) are removed to get the fused feature, i.e. tfused = Φfusion(tconcat)[: −2] ∈ Rℓ×d .
Finally, we predict the mask tokens over the vocabulary through a linear project linear
pMLM ∈ Rd×len(vocab), and punish the Cross Entropy (CE) loss between the predicted tokens
and the ground truth:

ℓMLM = E(I,T )∼D

[
CE

(
ymask, pMLM(tfused)

mask
)]

. (2.2)

Through the attention mechanism in the fusion model, minimising this loss enforces the
model to learn from both the context and the image to correctly predict the masked tokens,
which equips the model with some multi-modal reasoning ability.

Other contrastive models usually include more loss terms (e.g., ITM loss [LLT+22, CDW+23],
MIM loss [LLT+22, CDH+22]) into the pretraining objective function and modify the net-
work architecture that better serves the objective function (e.g., introduce a image decoder for
MIM loss [CDH+22]), which trade implementation complexity for a marginal performance
boost. Besides, they are usually pretrained on a far smaller dataset (e.g., ROCO [PKR+18],
which contains only radiology images) that highly constrains generalisation across medical
subdomains.

Limitations. Although existing contrastive models have demonstrated strong power in
relatively simple uni-modal and cross-modal downstream tasks including uni-modal classifi-
cation and image-text retrieval, none of them are specially pretrained for hard multi-modal
tasks, such as medical VQA that demands strong reasoning ability. For instance, Eslami et al.
[EMDM23] and Zhang et al. [ZXU+23] only make use of the pretrained visual encoder and
have to resort to previous frameworks QCR [ZLF+20] and METER [DXG+22] to perform
medical VQA. Even though a fusion module is introduced in PMC-CLIP so that we can
input the questions in the format of "Q: question, A: [MASK]" and expect the model to
predict the masked tokens as answers, BERT is unfortunately not good at generative tasks
and this fails to take advantage of the superior discriminative ability of a contrastive model
(verified in Zhang et al. [ZWZ+23], a pretrained PMC-CLIP shows almost zero ability when
doing zero-shot VQA in this way). A fundamental reason behind is the provided pretrain-
ing datasets all consist of raw image-caption pairs that mainly model the coarse-grained
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Fig. 2.2 Network architecture of BLIP-2 [LLSH23].

matching relationship between the two modalities. However, medical VQA requires much
more fine-grained reasoning ability among image-question-answer triplets and discriminative
power in multiple choice questions (further explained in Section 3.1), making the existing
pretrained contrastive models adapt poorly to such tasks.

2.2.2 Generative Models

Recently, multi-modal generative models in medical domains become significantly more
powerful thanks to the advanced improvement of LLMs. Particularly, the most advanced
generative models share the BLIP-2 architecture [LLSH23].

As shown in Figure 2.2, the image is input into the visual encoder to extract raw image
embeddings. Since Li et al. [LLSH23] argue that not all the raw images features are useful for
answering the question, they propose the Q-Former module that takes the image embeddings,
32 learnable queries and the question as input to extract question-conditioned image features.
The Q-Former consists of two Transformers [VSP+17], i.e., an image Transformer and a text
Transformer, that share the same self-attention layers. Specifically, the queries q0 ∈ R32×d

is concatenated with embeddings of the question q ∈ Rℓ×d where ℓ is the question length
and d is the embedding dimension, and the 32+ ℓ long sequence is input into the image
Transformer. In order to interact with the raw image embeddings, a cross-attention layer
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followed by a feed forward layer is added after the self-attention layer in every Transformer
block, and the last hidden state of the final output is used as the question-conditioned image
feature. Note that in the first stage of BLIP-2 pretraining, only the learnable queries are input
into the image Transformer and captions are input into the text Transformer in the Q-Former,
and it is trained with ITC, ITM and LM loss. Since we focus on either its applications in
VQA tasks (fine-tuning on a pretrained BLIP-2 model) or models that merely adopt the
network architecture, we refer readers to Li et al. [LLSH23] for the pretraining details.

Having been extracted from Q-Former, the image feature goes through a linear projection
layer to align with a pretrained LLM. The projected image embedding is then concatenated
with the question token embeddings as input to the LLM to predict the output in an autore-
gressive way. Standard teacher-forcing method [WZ89] is used to compute the language
modeling (LM) loss:

ℓLM =−
L

∑
ℓ=1

logP(wt |w1,w2, · · · ,wt−1), (2.3)

where P(wt |w1,w2, · · · ,wt−1) denotes the probability of the next token wt predicted by the
LLM given previous tokens w1,w2, · · · ,wt−1.

Among existing SOTA multi-modal LLMs in medical domains including BiomedGPT
[ZYY+23] and LLaVA-Med [LWZ+23] that are pretrained on large-scale datasets across
many medical subdomains or even different medical tasks, only the family of MedVInT
models [ZWZ+23] are specially pretrained on PMC-VQA [ZWZ+23], the largest medical
VQA dataset. The dataset comprises 227k medical image-question pairs, and instead of
freezing the LLM weights as in Li et al. [LLSH23], Zhang et al. use LoRA [HWAZ+22] to
fine-tune the LLM in BLIP-2 framework for better fitting ability in pretraining. As a result,
the MedVInT family achieves state-of-the-art performance in all of the evaluated downstream
medical VQA benchmarks.

Limitations. Despite the success in general domain VQA tasks achieved by multi-modal
LLMs such as BLIP-2 as well as extremely large dataset such as LAION-5B [SBV+22],
medical VQA tasks are much more challenging, as the questions and medical images can
be very fine-grained and large-scale medical VQA datasets of high-quality is extremely
difficult and expensive to create, which makes generalisation and even fitting the dataset
a hard problem. As reported in Zhang et al. [ZWZ+23], the PMC-VQA dataset itself re-
mains a very challenging benchmark for MedVInT models, even when LoRA is adopted
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(a) closed-ended

(b) open-ended

Fig. 2.3 Examples of closed-ended and open-ended medical VQA questions. From VQA-
RAD [LGBADF18].

to release part of their fitting ability. Consequently, the highly demanded generative power
of free-form text in real applications is at the cost of controllability over the generated
content. As will be demonstrated in Section 4.1, existing generative models still struggle
in hard open-ended medical VQA tasks, and for multiple choice questions the generated
answers may be none of the provided options or even human-unreadable. Moreover, LLMs
integrated in the generative models makes the pretraining, fine-tuning and inferring signifi-
cantly computationally expensive and time-consuming. These reasons together make them
no better an option than contrastive models, especially for multiple choice medical VQA
questions. Therefore, we mainly discuss pretraining contrastive models in Chapter 3, and
more discussions on generative models will be left to Chapter 4 where they are necessary for
open-ended problems.

2.3 Vision-Language Pretraining for Medical VQA

Medical VQA questions are either closed-ended or open-ended [LGBADF18]. As the
examples shown in Figure 2.3, the answer to a closed-ended question is within a known,
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limited range (e.g., in Figure 2.3a the answer should be either "yes" or "no"), while the
answer to an open-ended question can be any free-form text. However, this is often treated
as a classification task over all possible candidates within a VQA dataset, and we defer more
discussions on this formulation to Section 5.1. In retrospect of previous methods that aim to
solve the medical VQA task with pretraining, the long history can be roughly classified into
three stages.

The MEVF [NDN+19] and CR [ZLF+20] framework are probably the earliest two frame-
works that adopt pretraining. In this first stage, pretraining are conducted within one modality,
i.e., the text encoders and image encoders are pretrained separately. Specifically, they pretrain
two visual encoders using MAML [FAL17] by viewing VQA-RAD as a image classifica-
tion task and CDAE [MMCS11] on manually collected 12k unlabeled medical images, and
use GloVe [PSM14] to extract question embeddings. They use BAN [KJZ18] and SAN
[YHG+16] as the fusion network to fuse all the features into a fused feature, and then it is
fed into a classifier and trained with Equation 5.1. Later, the CR framework is built on this,
but they introduce a bifurcation in the model to treat closed-ended questions and open-ended
questions differently, considering the different reasoning difficulty in answering them (using
a more complex reasoning module for open-ended questions). These classic frameworks
are widely used in later works including PubMedCLIP [EMDM23], where only the visual
encoder is substituted with a newly pretrained one.

In the era following the emergence of CLIP [RKH+21], during which natural language super-
vision becomes the new popularity and relatively large-scale medical multi-modal datasets
emerge [PKR+18, SWM+20, JPG+19], the second stage mainly focuses on improving the
way of fusing features from the two modalities in terms of both training objective and fusion
module in VLP. On the loss function side, MMBERT [KBM+21] uses MLM loss to train
a Transformer for fusion; based on the understanding in fine-granularity of medical tasks,
GLoRIA [HSLY21] learns to match both global and local image/text features; inspired from
MAE [HCX+22], M3AE [CDH+22] and M2I2 [LLT+22] include MIM loss for fine-grained
image reconstruction; M2I2, RAMM [YJT+23] and PTUnifier [CDW+23] further introduce
ITM loss into the training target for better fused embeddings. On the fusion module side,
BiomedCLIP [ZXU+23] adopts METER [DXG+22] as a better fusion module than the CR
framework; PTUnifier introduces pseudo visual/textual token pools for a uniformed training
framework of uni/cross/multi-modal tasks; in RAMM [YJT+23], Yuan et al. specially design
a retrieval fusion module to fuse auxiliary image-text pairs with the original ones in their
retrieval augmentation strategy. Note that these methods mainly aim to get good fused
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representations of the two modalities, and the fused embeddings are still sent into a classifier
in downstream VQA tasks.

The third stage emphasises more on constructing large-scale multi-modal medical datasets.
Most of the works above in the second stage, also including CR+CP [LZXW22] and PubMed-
CLIP [EMDM23], choose to pretrain on datasets such as ROCO [PKR+18] and MIMIC-CXR
[JPG+19] that mainly consist of radiology images. However, the scale and lack of diver-
sity are clearly not satisfying, driving researchers to build larger and more diverse datasets.
Subsequently, RAMM [YJT+23], PMC-CLIP [LZZ+23] and BiomedCLIP [ZXU+23] build
PMCPM, PMC-OA and PMC-15M that contains 0.4M/1.6M/15M image-caption pairs re-
spectively from the Open Access subset of PubMed Central1. Most recently, Zhang et al.
[ZWZ+23] construct a large-scale medical VQA dataset PMC-VQA by prompting ChatGPT
[Ope23b] to raise questions and answers based upon captions. It is worth mentioning that
although some previous works also advocate to treat medical VQA as a pure generative task
instead of classification [RZ20, SPR21, VSDN+23] (discussions on which are skipped due
to poor performance/insignificant contributions, e.g., simply fine-tuning existing pretrained
models on small medical VQA datasets using existing fine-tuning techniques), PMC-VQA is
the first medical VQA pretraining dataset large enough to support good performance under
the generative formulation [ZWZ+23].

1https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/tools/openftlist/

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/tools/openftlist/


Chapter 3

ICE: Inner Contrastive-Enhanced
Pretraining for Medical VQA

The limitations of existing medical VLP frameworks discussed in Section 2.2 motivate us to
explore contrastive models pretrained on/for large-scale hard medical VQA tasks. One of our
key understandings is that, pretraining strategies can be tailored for different downstream
tasks for better performance, and it is important to rethink what kind of ability does the
downstream tasks truly want to benefit from the pretraining. In this chapter, we first point
out that for some downstream medical tasks including VQA, the traditional contrastive
pretraining, which we call outer contrastive pretraining, may expose some weaknesses. We
then introduce our Inner Contrastive-Enhanced (ICE) pretraining strategy, which is specially
designed to overcome the weaknesses for such downstream tasks. We further demonstrate
such pretraining scheme is particularly powerful in hard medical VQA tasks.

3.1 Rethinking Outer Contrastive Pretraining for medical
VQA

As pointed out before, existing contrastive models are all pretrained on image-caption pairs
and directly adapt to downstream VQA tasks, and it is important to introduce pretraining
on PMC-VQA as an intermediate stage for better adaptation [ZWZ+23]. In this section, we
first analyse what abilities do we need from each stage of the pretraining chain, and then
rethink the potential weaknesses of traditional contrastive learning framework in offering
such abilities.
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Fig. 3.1 Summary of our idea. In the first pretraining stage on image-caption pairs, we
remove the ℓt2i half in ITC loss to avoid contrasting highly-similar images that can hurt the
representation learning. In the second stage on image-question pairs, we use the distractors
as hard negatives to increase the model’s fine-grained discriminative power.

3.1.1 The Pretraining Chain

Summarised in Figure 3.1, the overall pretraining chain is: PMC-OA (image-caption
pairs) → PMC-VQA (image-question pairs) → downstream medical VQA tasks (image-
question pairs). We zoom into the two pretraining stages for a detailed discussion on how
they serve the downstream task:

1. Pretraining on image-caption pairs. In this stage, the image-text contrastive learning
in Equation 2.1 plays the most important role. We emphasise that unlike text-to-image
retrieval, multi-modal tasks including VQA focus on the fusion of features from the
two modalities and have no special requirement on the discriminative power among
images given a text (e.g., contrasting images given a question/answer makes no sense
and thereby not needed in VQA tasks). Therefore, this stage mainly aims to learn good
representations of images (and texts) for fusion, which shares the same understanding
in many previous works including PubMedCLIP [EMDM23], BiomedCLIP [ZXU+23]
and MedVInT [ZWZ+23] that only detach the pretrained visual encoder in this stage
for image embeddings.

2. Pretraining on image-question pairs. In this stage, the pretraining task aligns with
the downstream tasks, thus providing every ability needed. Note that the usual way
to do VQA is to contrast all candidate answers against the correct answer, as will be
introduced in Section 5.1.
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3.1.2 Weaknesses

Now we rethink whether the two pretraining stages best provide the wanted ability, particu-
larly in medical domains. Unlike in general domains, we notice that medical tasks are often
highly professional and fine-grained: while everyone can tell "whether the man or woman is
wearing glasses in a photo"1, only medical experts can diagnose a certain kind of disease
from tiny clues in radiographs or lesion sections. Given these special properties in medical
domains, the situation may change a little when directly applying the traditional ITC loss in
Equation 2.1 to pretraining in medical domains. We also call it outer contrastive pretraining
as it contrasts an image-caption pair against all other negative pairs in a minibatch. Here we
zoom into two concrete properties of vision-language pretraining in medical domains that
may expose the weaknesses of outer contrastive pretraining.

Stage I: High image similarity hurts image feature extraction. The appearance, size,
color, and location of objects can vary greatly in general natural images, so 1) very similar
images hardly appear, and 2) similar images often have consistent descriptions. However,
medical images often reflect subtle anatomical structure differences or pathological changes,
therefore 1) highly similar images within some specific subdomains widely exist, and 2) their
corresponding captions can be very different.

To illustrate such property and difficulties it brings, as an example, we manually pick out
some histopathological images using H & E staining from PMC-OA [ZWZ+23], and feed
them into the state-of-the-art contrastive model BiomedCLIP [ZXU+23]2, pretrained on
the largest PMC-15M dataset with ITC loss only, for a simple retrieval test. In the first
example (Figure 3.2a), an intracocular malignant tumor and a kind of lymphoma are wrongly
identified as each other with high confidence, and in the second example (Figure 3.2b) a
kind of pneumonia is wrongly identified as a kind of cancer. It turns out that even the most
powerful contrastive model struggles to identify either the tissue or disease from a single
histopathological image due to their high similarity, so do human experts.

Recall that our main purpose in the first pretraining stage is to get good image embeddings
for fusion. Previous works in general domain contrastive learning have shown that dissimilar
positive examples created with strong augmentations can hurt the representation learning
[ZYW+21], while here in the same spirit, widely existing highly similar negatives such as

1Example quoted from Goyal et al. [GKSS+17]. See also https://visualqa.org/.
2We use its online demo at https://huggingface.co/microsoft/BiomedCLIP-PubMedBERT_

256-vit_base_patch16_224.

https://visualqa.org/
https://huggingface.co/microsoft/BiomedCLIP-PubMedBERT_256-vit_base_patch16_224
https://huggingface.co/microsoft/BiomedCLIP-PubMedBERT_256-vit_base_patch16_224
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(a) example 1

(b) example 2

Fig. 3.2 Example image-pairs of highly similar images picked from PMC-OA [LZZ+23].
BiomedCLIP [ZXU+23] struggles in discriminating them by retrieval, which may also bring
confusion in outer contrastive learning.
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the histopathological images shown above can be too difficult for the model to learn good
image representations.

Stage II: Insufficiently fine granularity of language supervision. Previous works in
general domain VLP have demonstrated the importance of fine-grained alignment between
images and captions [ZCS+23]. As for contrastive models in medical domains, fine-grained
discriminative power is even more demanded as the task (e.g. questions in medical VQA)
can be very specific.

To examine whether existing contrastive models owns such ability, we randomly select some
image-(multiple choice) question pairs from PMC-VQA [ZWZ+23], and we restate each of
the options into a declarative sentence and again feed them into BiomedCLIP [ZXU+23] for
retrieval evaluation. As demonstrated by the examples in Figure 3.3, even the most powerful
contrastive model shows nearly zero ability in fine-grained discriminative tasks. In fact
this is totally understandable, as there is completely no guarantee of explicit fine-grained
contrastive information reliably provided for such problems. For instance, to correctly answer
the question in Figure 3.3b, we may also need the sonographic image showing hyperchoic
area of the same patient and corresponding caption to tell the model their differences in
outer contrastive pretraining, which is very unlikely to happen. In other words, we lack hard
textual negatives in both the two pretraining stages for fine-grained discriminative ability.

3.2 Large-Scale Inner Contrastive-Enhanced Pretraining

The examples we discussed above suggest: 1) one should be careful when contrasting similar
images to different captions in the first pretraining stage; 2) fine-grained hard textual negatives
are highly demanded for fine-grained discriminative tasks including medical VQA, but are
missing in the pretraining chain. To this end, for each image-caption pair (i, t), we propose
to manually modify the caption t into M false distractors t ′1, t

′
2, · · · , t ′M, and contrastive the

correct pair (i, t) against all other negative pairs (i, t ′1),(i, t
′
2), · · · ,(i, t ′n). Based on these pairs,

we introduce inner contrastive loss to do such contrastive learning:

ℓinner =− 1
N

N

∑
i=1

log
exp(xT

i yi/σ)

exp(xT
i yi/σ)+∑

M
m=1 exp(xT

i yim′/σ)
, (3.1)

in which xi/yi denotes the features of the i-th original image-caption pair, and yim
′ denotes the

feature of the m-th false distractor. By minimising the inner contrastive loss, we encourage the
features of (i, t) to be more and more similar while encourage the features of other negative
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(a) example 1

(b) example 2

(c) example 3

Fig. 3.3 Example image-questions randomly selected from PMC-VQA [LZZ+23] and options
are restated into declarative sentences. BiomedCLIP [ZXU+23] shows nearly zero ability in
fine-grained discriminative tasks.
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pairs to be more and more dissimilar. Since this method does not include interaction with
outer examples as negative pairs, we name it Inner Contrastive-Enhanced (ICE) pretraining.

This learning framework enjoys two major advantages:

1. Since each image-caption pair is used as a singleton, it naturally avoids the potential
risk of contrasting two similar images in outer contrastive pretraining that has been
discussed in Section 3.1.2. This is particularly suitable for those multi-modal down-
stream tasks that lay more emphasis on fusion of information from the two modalities
where the discriminative power among images given a text is not necessary, including
medical VQA.

2. The false distractors can provide explicit fine-grained language supervision. Since
we do not specify the format of the false textual distractors, they can definitely be
hard negatives that only one or few keywords are intentionally falsified or adjusted
according to the requirements of downstream tasks, and can also be easily created, e.g.,
using advanced LLMs like GPT-4 [Ope23a]. The extractors in each of the examples in
Figure 3.3 set a good example of how they can be created.

Remark 1 (degenerated inner contrastive loss). If the second half of the outer contrastive
loss is removed and the false distractors t ′1, t

′
2, · · · , t ′M are assigned to captions in other (nega-

tive) image-caption pairs in a minibatch, then both losses degenerate to the same (which we
call degenerated inner contrastive loss, the first half in Equation 2.1).

Remark 2 (inner contrastive learning in the pretraining chain). There seems to be
contradiction: while we condemn highly similar images for hurting the representation
learning, we also advocate to use hard negatives on the text side. However, we emphasise
that these are for different pretraining stages. In the first stage where getting a relatively good
visual (and text) encoder is our main target, we will show simply using the degenerated inner
contrastive loss (without any hard textual negatives) can boost performance in Section 3.3.4,
and will also show directly adding fine-grained language supervision as hard negatives when
training from scratch can also hurt the representation learning in Section 5.3.3. Therefore,
we defer the solution to the fine-grained supervision problem to the second pretraining by
using the false distractors in multiple choice questions are hard textual negatives, where the
fine-grained supervision then become critical but non-harmful based on a good initialisation,
as will be verified in Section 3.3.4 and 5.3.3. Our overall idea is summarised in Figure 3.1,
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Fig. 3.4 Network architecture used in ICE pretraining for medical VQA.

which clearly illustrates the main problems and solutions in each pretraining stage of the
chain.

3.3 Solving Multiple Choice Medical VQA

In this section, we demonstrate how ICE pretraining can boost model performance in multiple
choice medical VQA as a representative multi-modal task in medical domains. We first
introduce the network architecture for this task and then report and analyse the results.

3.3.1 Network Architecture

Since the inner contrastive loss shares a similar form with the outer contrastive loss, one can
simply adopt the classic contrastive model architecture in Figure 2.1 for ICE pretraining.
For multiple choice medical VQA, since the input is no longer image-caption pairs but
image-question-option-answer quadruplets, some modifications to the network architecture
are needed.

Figure 3.4 demonstrates the overall modified architecture. First, the question is concatenated
with the list of options, and further concatenated with the prompt "The answer is: " and
finally a sequence of [MASK] tokens, and then fed into the text encoder to extract question
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Fig. 3.5 Input and output of the network, in which [S], [M], [C] denotes [SEP], [MASK] and
[CLS] tokens respectively.

embeddings. [SEP] tokens are inserted between the question and each option to separate
them. Since we do not know how many [MASK] tokens does the ground truth answer take,
we use as many [MASK] tokens as the option with the most tokens out of all the options
to ensure the correct answer can fit into the blank, as illustrated in Figure 3.5. Same as
introduced in Section 2.2.1, the question embeddings is concatenated with image embeddings
to be fed into the fusion model to get fused embeddings. Simultaneously, all options are
also fed into the text encoder to compute option features, which is set to be the feature at
the position of the [SEP] token in the encoder output. Since medical VQA is a multi-modal
task, we also use the feature at the position of the last [SEP] token to represent the answer
feature to match with the option features instead of directly using the image feature for ICE
pretraining. Also note that MLM loss is only applied to the length of the correct answer
instead of the whole mask region, as illustrated in the blue dashed squares in Figure 3.5.

While in the original contrastive model architecture the output of the text encoder goes
through a linear projection to better align the text feature with the image feature, we simply
remove it when extracting option features. One reason is that both the option features and the
answer feature lie in the text modality, so no particular effort need to be made for alignment
within the one modality. We also clarify that we only do not use the linear projection layer to
extract option features, which means it can be re-added to the architecture in Figure 3.4 when
needed, e.g., when we still want to use ITC loss together with the inner contrastive loss.

Remark. In this design, xi in Equation 3.1 represents the answer feature, and yi and yim
′

represent the features of the correct answer and the other m = 3 false options. Since the false
distractors in multiple choice medical questions are often semantically closely related to
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the correct answer, they naturally severe as wanted hard negatives that provide fine-grained
supervision.

3.3.2 Experiment Settings

Dataset. We use PMC-VQA [ZWZ+23] as our pretraining dataset in the second stage, which
is currently the largest VQA dataset in medical domains containing 227k image-question
pairs. We follow the original dataset split. Particularly, Zhang et al. [ZWZ+23] hold a clean
subset of 2k test examples whose quality has been manually verified to be good. This dataset
is created by prompting ChatGPT [Ope23b] to ask questions about the captions PMC-OA
[LZZ+23] and provide the correct answer and 3 other distractors for each question. Although
complex filters have been trained to further clean the dataset, e.g., removing questions that
do not rely on the image/have to resort to additional information beyond the image to answer,
we remark it is still super noisy. This with its great diversity and complexity of both images
and questions (see Figure 3.3 for a taste) together make it a good large-scale pretraining
dataset but also an extremely challenging benchmark, as concluded by Zhang et al. Since in
the second stage our model initialises from PMC-CLIP weights pretrained also on PMC-OA
[LZZ+23], we perform a deduplication in PMC-OA to make sure that none of the original
images or subfigures of the images in PMC-VQA test samples appear in PMC-OA and
re-pretrain PMC-CLIP on the deduplicated dataset.

Training. We choose ViT-Base [DBK+21] as visual encoder and resize the images to
224×224 for input, and use a 4-layer Transformer as the fusion module. For PMC-CLIP
pretraining, we follow the settings in Lin et al. [LZZ+23] to train the visual encoder and
fusion model from scratch but initialise the text encoder from PubMedBERT [GTC+21], and
use the degenerated inner contrastive loss (de-inner for short) as in our design. For ICE
pretraining on PMC-VQA, we adopt the proposed inner contrastive loss, and also keep the
MLM loss in typical contrastive learning as well as de-inner loss between the image and
question pairs. Although we admit it make little sense to contrast questions given an image,
we will show in the following ablation study that, surprisingly, it may still help improve
model performance. Therefore, our total training objective becomes

ℓICE = λ1ℓinner +λ2ℓMLM +λ3ℓde-inner. (3.2)

Following Lin et al. [LZZ+23], we keep equal weights of the MLM and de-inner loss, i.e.,
setting λ2 = λ3 = 0.5, and assign much higher weight λ1 = 2.0 to our inner contrastive loss
to enhance fine-grained discriminative power. As mentioned above, our ICE model initialises
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from the pretrained PMC-CLIP weights, and is further trained on PMC-VQA for 10 epochs.
We use AdamW optimiser [LH19] and adopt cosine annealing learning rate schedule [LH17]
with maximum learning rate 1×10−4 and 500 warm up steps. We use a batch size of 128
and maximum text length 128.

Baseline methods. Beside zero-shot performance evaluated on BLIP-2 [LLSH23] and
OpenFlamingo [AGG+23] pretrained on large-scale natural image-caption datasets, the only
baseline method we are able to compare here is the MedVInT model family [ZWZ+23] since
PMC-VQA is released very recently, and we leave comparison with other medical VQA
models to an easier downstream medical VQA task in Section 5.3.3. As introduced in Section
2.2.2, MedVInT concatenate Q-Former with a LLM to boost the model’s text generation
ability. Similar to us, instead of training from scratch, they try pretrained language backbones
including PubMedBERT [GTC+21], LLaMa [TLI+23] and PMC-LLaMa [WZZ+23a] and
vision backbones including CLIP [RKH+21] and PMC-CLIP [LZZ+23] as initialisation of
their models, and we refer readers to their papers for details.

Evaluation metric. The MedVInT model is trained to generate one of the four letters A, B,
C, D, given a question, image and four options. If its output is not one of the four letters,
Zhang et al. use difflib3 to compare the output with the four letters and choose the most
similar one as their choice. For our ICE model, we compare all option features with the
predicted answer feature, and select the most similar one as our choice. We evaluate accuracy
on both PMC-VQA-test (50k noisy samples) and PMC-VQA-test-clean (2k clean samples).

3.3.3 Main Results

We can see from Figure 3.1 that ICE-pretrained contrastive model defeats SOTA generative
models by a large margin. Though pretrained on the same dataset, our approach outperforms
previous generative models by 4.3% on the noisy 50K test samples and by 6.0% on the
2K clean samples that sets the new state-of-the-art. Further considering that the MedVInT
models are > 10 times larger than ours, it confirms that contrastive models are indeed better
than generative models on multiple choice questions and the ICE pretraining framework
shows a promising future of large-scale pretraining on contrastive models.
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Table 3.1 Comparing accuracy (%) of baseline models with our contrastive ICE model on
PMC-VQA test sets.

Method Test (50k) Test-Clean (2k)

BLIP-2 (zero-shot) 24.6 24.3
OpenFlamingo (zero-shot) 25.0 26.4
MedVInT-TE-Transformer - PubMedBERT 40.2 40.9
MedVInT-TE-Transformer - LLaMA-ENC 38.9 39.4
MedVInT-TE-Transformer - PMC-LLaMA-ENC 38.2 37.7
MedVInT-TD-MLP - LLaMA 38.4 41.0
MedVInT-TD-MLP - PMC-LLaMA 38.4 42.3

ICE (ours) 44.5 48.3

Table 3.2 Ablation study on image-caption pretraining method on PMC-OA before ICE
pretraining on PMC-VQA.

Method Pretraining Method Test (50k) Test-Clean (2k)

ICE
None (from scratch) 40.3 41.2
PMC-CLIP (with ITC loss) 44.2 47.7
PMC-CLIP (with de-inner loss) 44.5 48.3

3.3.4 Ablation Study

Pretraining. We first study the influence of different first stage pretraining strategy. For
fairness, we train the model for 30 epochs for good convergence when training from scratch,
but it still gets poor results especially on PMC-VQA-Test-Clean (41.2% v.s. 48.3%) in
Table 3.2, indicating the great importance of pretraining on the image-caption pairs. Maybe
surprisingly, simply removing the ℓt2i half in pretraining can further improve accuracy by
0.3% and 0.6% on the two test sets respectively, which echoes our understanding in the target
of the first pretraining stage and the harm highly similar medical images can bring.

Losses. We can see from Table 3.3 that each term in Equation 3.2 is necessary for optimal
performance, and even using the de-inner loss between images and questions can improve
accuracy. We conjecture this is because the questions in PMC-VQA are often highly related
to the images thus containing valuable information about the images (see Figure 3.3 for
examples) that may be helpful. Since it makes little sense to simply remove the inner
contrastive loss but remain the way of selecting answers by comparing features, we also

3https://docs.python.org/3/library/difflib.html

https://docs.python.org/3/library/difflib.html
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Table 3.3 Ablation study on training loss terms used in ICE pretraining on PMC-VQA.

Method Evaluation Mode
Training Loss

Test (50k) Test-Clean (2k)
Inner De-inner MLM

ICE
feature similarity

✓ ✓ 26.0 26.2
✓ 38.3 40.5
✓ ✓ 41.7 45.6
✓ ✓ 43.8 47.4
✓ ✓ ✓ 44.5 48.3

text similarity
✓ ✓ 41.5 43.9

✓ ✓ ✓ 43.4 46.8

Table 3.4 Ablation study on network architecture.

Method Global Average? Projection Head? Test (50k) Test-Clean (2k)

ICE
Yes No 43.8 46.3
No Yes 42.5 46.7
No No 44.5 48.3

examine the text output of the fusion module and utilise the string matching strategy in Zhang
et al. [ZWZ+23] for answer selection, whose accuracy mainly relies on MLM loss. From the
results, we conclude that 1) when using the full training objective function, comparing text
similarity is a suboptimal way to select answers (46.8% v.s. 48.3% on PMC-VQA-test-clean),
and 2) even when MLM loss becomes the most important term in this scheme, our inner
contrastive loss can still be very useful (43.9% v.s. 46.8% on PMC-VQA-test-clean).

Network architecture. We study two simple variants of our network architecture design:
instead of taking the feature at the last [SEP] token, we can also take the global average
feature of the masked answer region; and we can extract the option features using the
projection head as in the first pretraining stage. In Table 3.4, it turns out that the global
average features are less discriminative for representing the answer, and the projection head
is also not helpful. Similar to existing understandings in the projection head in contrastive
learning [CKNH20, GAHG22], we conjecture this is also because the linear projection is a
low rank mapping that harms feature generalisation.



Chapter 4

Adapting ICE-Pretrained Model to
Open-Ended Medical VQA

In this chapter, we aim to demonstrate how our ICE-pretrained contrastive models, assisted
by advanced LLMs, can help improve model performance in hard open-ended medical VQA
task. We first introduce an observation that there exists a trade-off between accuracy and
readability of the generated answers when weaker/stronger regularisation is applied when
training a generative model. Then we propose to break the generative task into two stages by
first predicting candidate options (with the help of LLM) to turn them into multiple choice
questions that are handled in the previous chapter and then selecting the correct one using
ICE-pretrained model. Given this extremely difficult open-ended medical VQA task, we also
propose a GPT-4-based [Ope23a] evaluation metric that is far more reliable and sensible than
the existing string matching-based one. Based on this new metric, we eventually propose
an ensemble trick to take the advantage of different generative models that achieves best
performance.

4.1 The Accuracy-Readability Trade-off in Large Genera-
tive Medical VQA Models

In this section, we first provide some understandings in why existing generative models
struggle in predicting desired answers in a tough open-ended medical VQA task. Then
we demonstrate that generative models trained with different strength of regularisation can
behave very differently, which leads to an accuracy-readability trade-off in the generated
answers.
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(a) granularity comparison

(b) reasoning complexity comparison

Fig. 4.1 Comparing medical VQA questions with general domain VQA questions. (a)
While medical VQA questions and images are often very fine-grained (left), the target
being questioned about often clearly appears in general domain images (right). (b) Medical
questions usually require highly-professional knowledge and reasoning ability to answer,
while general questions are usually very straightforward. Examples picked from PMC-VQA
[ZWZ+23] and VQA v2.0 [GKSS+17] respectively.

4.1.1 Understanding Difficulties in Open-Ended Medical VQA

Open-ended medical VQA, though shares the same target, is very different from general
domain VQA tasks. Hereby we elaborate its special difficulties to help readers understand
why it is still an extremely challenging task for existing generative models.

Fine-grained images and highly-professional questions. As discussed in Section 3.1,
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problems are usually exposed by very tiny clues in medical images, e.g., slight changes in
the appearance of a tissue before/after treatment. This property makes the key to answering a
question very hard to locate in an image. For instance, the medical question in the example
shown in Figure 4.1a asks information about the things pointed by the black arrows, however
the arrows themselves are already too tiny for the visual encoder to find and to capture such
fine-grained information. On the contrary, this kind of situation hardly appears in general
domain VQA tasks. Besides, the questions often require strong professional knowledge
and reasoning ability to answer. As an example, while the weather in Figure 4.1b (right) is
very straightforward to ask as a question, the implication of "immature osteoid formation" is
much more opaque and has to be reasoned out from specific details in both the image and
the question in Figure 4.1b (left) based on the medical knowledge the model has learned,
which is extremely challenging. Moreover, highly-professional medical terminologies (e.g.,
a staining technique uses "Anti-p75NTR" in Figure 4.2b) rarely appear in training data. This
makes medical datasets even harder to generalise, unlike general domain datasets that well
cover common objects.

Super noisy dataset. In general domains, it is possible to build clean large-scale VQA
dataset with human labour. For instance, image-question pairs in VQA v2.0 [GKSS+17] are
sent to Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) workers (10 per question) for ground truth answers
and manual examination of whether a question is answerable based upon the image. However,
this is impossible in medical domains, as medical data is extremely expensive to collect and
requires experts in various medical subdomains to provide reliable answers, which greatly
hinders the establishment of large-scale medical VQA datasets. To our best knowledge, the
only existing large-scale dataset for medical VQA is PMC-VQA [ZWZ+23]. This dataset is
created from a raw version of medical image-caption pair dataset PMC-OA [LZZ+23] by
prompting ChatGPT [Ope23b] to ask questions and provide answers based on the captions.
Since the ChatGPT is a pure LLM that does not have access to the image, Zhang et al. first
fine-tune a LLaMa-7B model [TLI+23] to filter out questions that can be answered without
the image and then fine-tune another LLaMa-7B model on a very small manually labelled
dataset (reported ∼80% accuracy on a very small test set) to judge whether a question needs
additional information beyond the image to answer. Despite the cleaning process, we remark
that the remaining image-question pairs are still super noisy as many of the questions are
not truly answerable according to our examination. Figure 4.2a demonstrates two simple
examples. In the first example, it is impossible to give the precise measure of the size of the
cystic mass based on the image, and in the second example it is unclear which tooth is asked
among the three in the image and also not possible to judge the exact number of the tooth.
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(a) unanswerable questions based on the image only

(b) ambiguous question

Fig. 4.2 Existing large-scale medical VQA datasets are super noisy. (a) Some questions are
impossible to be correctly or precisely answered, given the image only. (b) Some questions
are very general or ambiguous with multiple possibly correct answers, making predicting
exactly the ground truth answer almost impossible. Examples selected from PMC-VQA
[ZWZ+23].

Insufficiently large dataset scale. In large-scale pretraining, besides data quality, another key
factor that dominates the pretraining results is dataset scale. Previous work in general domain
has demonstrated that a noisy but extremely large dataset can lead to better performance than
a relatively small but cleaner dataset does [JYX+21]. Given the fine granularity, reasoning
difficulty and poor quality of acquirable medical data discussed above, an extremely large
dataset is demanded for good performance. However, the largest existing medical VQA
datasets contains only 224k super noisy image-questions pairs, which is even nearly three
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times small than VQA v2.0 that contains far more easy-to-learn 614k clean image-question
pairs.

Ambiguity of questions. Finally, we present the most troublesome problem that makes open-
ended medical VQA tasks particularly hard to learn and evaluate: ambiguity of questions.
Unlike in multiple choice questions that we only need to choose one from several candidate
answers that define the answer range, completely free-form text generation makes the
ambiguity problem particularly intolerable. For example, the question in the left of Figure
4.2a asks about the size of the cystic mass. While the ground truth answer is 10× 10
cm, answers like "large" or "small" should also be also considered as potential correct
answers as no clarification is made in the question to specify the answer has to be an
accurate measurement; what is worse, it is impossible to judge whether 10×10 cm should be
considered small or large for a cystic lesion seen in the CT without references. For another
example in Figure 4.2b, "what does picture B show" is even more ambiguous. While as
derived from the original caption the given answer aims to emphasise the staining technique
applied, "Schwann cells" or even its hypernym "cells" is apparently a more suitable answer.
In general domains, VQA v2.0 handles such ambiguity problem by providing 10 human-
annotated answers per question so ambiguity can be mitigated and properly turned into
diversity, thanks to the reliability of human annotation and simplicity of the questions. In
medical domains where such reliable human power is lack and only a unique answer can be
provided from the caption, solutions to such ambiguity are yet to be explored.

4.1.2 The Accuracy-Readability Trade-off

Having illustrated the difficulties in open-ended medical VQA, we now shift our focus to
the generative models trained on PMC-VQA [ZWZ+23], the largest existing medical VQA
dataset. For the MedVInT family introduced in Section 2.2.2, we reproduce the training
of MedVInT-TE-Transformer network using the version that adopts PMC-LLaMa encoder
[WZZ+23a]1 for further study. It is reported to achieve a relatively high accuracy of 36.0% on
open-ended PMC-VQA-test-clean questions, and our reproduced result is 35.9%. Beside, we
also train another generative model using the state-of-the-art BLIP-2 architecture [LLSH23]
and strictly following their training procedure.

Specifically, we first pretrain BLIP-2 for biomedical image-captioning task on PMC-OA
[LZZ+23]. The pretraining consists of two stages. In the first stage, we freeze the weights

1Pretrained model weights unreleased; code available at https://github.com/xiaoman-zhang/
PMC-VQA.

https://github.com/xiaoman-zhang/PMC-VQA
https://github.com/xiaoman-zhang/PMC-VQA
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of a pretrained BiomedCLIP [ZXU+23] visual encoder and only fine-tune the Q-Former
with ITC, MLM and ITM loss for 20 epochs, using a batch size of 800. In the second stage,
we concatenate the Q-Former with PMC-LLaMa-7B [WZZ+23a] (fine-tuned on biomedical
articles from LLaMa-7B [TLI+23]) via a linear projection layer for alignment, and further
fine-tune the model with LM loss (Equation 2.3) for 8 epochs using batch size 256. We
adopts the same hyperparameter settings as Li et al. [LLSH23]. Finally, we train the model
on PMC-VQA by feeding the question into both Q-Former and the LLM as illustrated in
Figure 2.2 for another 8 epochs, using batch size 128 and the same set of hyperparameters
as in the second stage of pretraining. Note that different from Zhang et al., we freeze the
weights of PMC-LLaMa-7B during the whole training process instead of fine-tuning it with
LoRA [HWAZ+22].

Within expectation, considering the great difficulties of open-ended Medical VQA tasks
elaborated in Section 4.1.1, both two models give unsatisfying predictions, but very different
behaviours are observed, as shown in the 8 examples in Figure 4.3 and 4.4. We can conclude
from the examples as well as our observations of the predicted answers through the whole
test set that

1. A large percentage of the predictions made by MedVInT are completely human-
unreadable, e.g., here in Figure 4.3b, 4.3c, and 4.4b. However, in the questions that it
gives readable answers, the predicted answers have relatively good accuracy.

2. The predictions given by BLIP-2 is often noisy with unrelated content or repetition,
e.g., here in Figure 4.3a, 4.3b, 4.3c, 4.3d, 4.4a, and 4.4b. Nevertheless, nearly all
the noisy predictions are possible for human to extract readable answers from them
(marked in blue in these examples). While some of them are correct answers (in Figure
4.3a and 4.4a), most of them are incorrect but close to the ground truth answer or at
least related to the question.

3. Overall, regarding absolute (strict) answer accuracy, MedVInT performs slightly better
than BLIP-2. E.g., here in Figure 4.3a, 4.3d, 4.4a and 4.4d.

We attribute such difference in their behaviours to the regularisation applied to the model
during training. Recall that Zhang et al. adopt LoRA [HWAZ+22] to train MedVInT, which
releases part of the fitting ability of the very large LLM. This increase in its learning power
not only enables the model to fit useful signal, but the loud noise in the dataset as well. As a
result, although the model may well fit the training set that benefits accuracy on relatively
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(a) example 1

(b) example 2

(c) example 3

(d) example 4

Fig. 4.3 Different behaviours of MedVInT and BLIP-2. Correct answers are marked in red,
and incorrect but at least human-readable answers are marked in blue. Examples selected
from PMC-VQA [ZWZ+23].
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(a) example 5

(b) example 6

(c) example 7

(d) example 8

Fig. 4.4 Different behaviours of MedVInT and BLIP-2. Correct answers are marked in red,
and incorrect but at least human-readable answers are marked in blue. Examples selected
from PMC-VQA [ZWZ+23].
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easier questions (e.g., examples in Figure 4.3a), it may also forget the human-readable
language generation ability endowed by the pretrained weights of the LLM, particularly on
difficult unseen questions (e.g., examples in Figure 4.3b and 4.4b).

On the other side, the key idea of BLIP-2 is to freeze the visual encoder and LLM and align
the features of the two modalities by training a small Q-Former and a adaptation layer. This
works well when 1) adequately powerful visual encoder and LLM is used in this framework
so that the alignment is not that hard to achieve, and 2) data of good quality are provided,
as emphasised by Zhu et al. [ZCS+23]. Beside the fact that whether PMC-LLaMa-7B
is a powerful enough LLM for downstream medical tasks is still doubtful (only reported
marginal improvement than LLaMa-7B pretrained on general domain tasks), the quality
of existing large-scale multi-modal medical datasets is undoubtedly poor as analysed in
Section 4.1.1. Consequently, we observe the similar output of repetitive words or sentences,
fragmented sentences, or irrelevant content as observed after MiniGPT-4’s first pretraining
stage [ZCS+23].

In summary, the accuracy-readability trade-off actually reflects an overfitting/underfitting
state of the model. If strong regularization is applied as in BLIP-2, the model maintains
better readable text generation ability and aligns poorly with a challenging downstream task,
showing a state of underfitting. When stronger fitting power of the model is released, the
model sacrifices readability for better fitting results, showing a state of overfitting. Given the
poor quality of existing large-scale medical VQA datasets, it is very hard to satisfy both.

4.2 Approach

In this section, starting from the special behaviours of the two models, we first analyse the
problem of existing evaluation protocol on this extremely challenging task and propose a new,
more sensible and reliable one based on GPT-4 [Ope23a]. Then we introduce a new pipeline
that mainly takes advantage of the readability of the text generated by BLIP-2. It uses the
ICE-pretrained model as a classifier to select the correct answer among several predicted
candidates. Finally we propose a simple ensemble trick that takes advantages of both the two
kinds of generative models which gives better performance.
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(a) deceiving match

(b) sensitivity to synonym

(c) incapability of handling ambiguity

Fig. 4.5 Representative string matching unmanageable cases in PMC-VQA [ZWZ+23] that
our GPT-4 based evaluation protocol can handle. (a) We use GPT-4 to explicitly recognise
human unreadable/irrelevant content. (b) GPT-4 is robust to synonym while string matching
does not. (c) With strong reasoning ability, GPT-4 can better deal with answers to ambiguous
questions, while string matching cannot. Correct answers are marked in red.
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4.2.1 A Reliable GPT-4-Based Evaluation Protocol

In PMC-VQA, the multiple choice and open-ended tasks share the same set of questions
and answers, with the only difference that in multiple choice four options are provided per
question. Therefore in [ZWZ+23], model performance on open-ended PMC-VQA test sets
are evaluated by comparing the generated answer with each of the four options based on
Gestalt pattern string matching [RM88]. In simple tasks where the predicted answers are
of good quality and share high similarity with ground truth answers, this may be a simple
yet reasonable evaluation metric; however in extremely difficult open-ended VQA tasks,
particularly in PMC-VQA, below we show several representative cases that this naive string
matching metric can be highly deceiving.

First, we find that human unreadable strings generated by MedVInT can easily cheat on the
metric by providing matchable substrings without providing any information that is actually
useful. In Figure 4.5a, even though no valid information is contained in the generated text,
it is somehow ridiculously judged to be correct as "they indicate the" happens to match the
start of the ground truth answer. This may because the next token prediction strategy adopted
to train the model (Equation 2.3) and the autoregressive decoding method, which emphasises
accurate token/string matching between the prediction and target. Under the background of
noisy medical data, non-medical content like "they indicate the" is much easier for the model
to learn and predict than "presence of starch in parenchyma cells", which exacerbates the
overestimation of accuracy for string matching.

Second, the string matching evaluation metric overlooks the semantic meaning of the answers
and options, showing nearly zero tolerance to synonyms. A typical example shown in Figure
4.5b implies it cannot even tell the equivalence of MRI and magnetic resonance imaging,
although the former is only the abbreviation of the later.

Finally, the example in Figure 4.5c can be perceived as upgraded situation of the second case.
Since ambiguous questions like "What is the significance of the black arrows in c and e?"
widely exist in the test set as discussed in Section 4.1.1, it is neither expected for the model
to give exactly wanted answers nor reasonable to arbitrarily mark them as false answers.
Therefore, it is important for a metric to sensibly evaluate which on earth of the options is
most closely related to the predicted answer from a medical perspective. Without doubt,
string match apparently lacks such ability.

In conclusion, a reliable evaluation metric should be able to 1) identify human unreadable or
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Fig. 4.6 A reliable GPT-4 based evaluation protocol. We first ask GPT-4 whether a generated
answer is nonsense or completely irrelevant to the question, and if confirmed no, we further
ask which one of the options has the closest meaning to the predicted answer.

completely irrelevant answers to avoid deceiving matches, 2) identify synonyms at semantic
level and 3) reason upon the relationship between the predicted answer and given options
based on medical background knowledge. While the first two cases are relatively easy to
handle by training a classifier or comparing word embeddings like word2vec [MCCD13],
advanced LLMs are the only solution to the third requirement. In this thesis, we choose
GPT-4 [Ope23a].

The complete evaluation process is demonstrated in Figure 4.6. In order to filter our human-
unreadable or uninformative answers, we first explicitly ask GPT-4 whether a generated
answer is nonsense or completely irrelevant to the question using the following prompt:
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Given a biomedical question "{question}", and a predicted answer "{answer}", do
you think the answer is nonsense or completely irrelevant to the question? Answer yes
or no without explanation.

If the answer is yes, the answer is marked as invalid; and if confirmed no, we further ask
which one of the options has the closest meaning to the predicted answer using another
prompt:

Given a predicted answer "{answer}", which one of the options "{options}" has
the closest meaning? You must choose one from A to D. Return one letter without
explanation.

and if the ground truth answer is chosen we deem the predicted answer correct. Moreover,
we introduce two accuracy scores calculated from the evaluation result. Assume a total
number of N questions are evaluated and n0 of them are identified as nonsense are nc

or them are correctly answered, then we denote nc/N × 100% as absolute accuracy and
(nc +n0/4)/N ×100% as standard accuracy. While the later views the human-unreadable
answers as random guesses with each having 25% chance to be correct, which aligns better
with common evaluation metrics, the former reflects how much correct information can the
model actually tell us that makes more actual sense.

We further compare our proposed protocol with string matching in the aforementioned cases
to demonstrate its superiority. First, consider that a random string or an deceiving string
in Figure 4.3a has at least 25% possibility to match the ground truth answer from the four
options, GPT-4 can clearly label them as nonsense and prevent overestimation from random
guessing. We also add the condition "completely irrelevant" at this step in case that some
human readable but still invalid answers (e.g., "left", when asked "what medical imaging
technique is adopted to obtain the image".) go into the second step and forcing GPT-4 to
choose one from the options. In the second case, we can see that there is no challenge for GPT-
4 to understand synonyms in medical domains, and further in the concrete example in Figure
4.5c, it demonstrates strong reasoning ability thanks to its profound medical knowledge
[NKM+23]. Specifically, GPT-4 can understand that "node of the tumor" is at least a negative
description of the condition, which is close to "metastatic involvement" and has opposite
meaning of the ground truth answer "remission of the lesion". In conclusion, GPT-4’s strong
reasoning ability greatly enhances its reliability compared with string matching, making it a
good evaluation protocol that we will use in the following study.
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4.2.2 Improving BLIP-2 Accuracy with ICE-pretrained Model

In this section, we mainly aim to boost BLIP-2’s accuracy. As shown in Section 4.1, a large
number of outputs from MedVInT are completely garbage that are impossible or not worth
to save. On the contrary, even though predictions made by BLIP-2 is usually less absolutely
accurate (by which we mean a perfect match to the ground truth answer), they are much
more human-readable and usually contains valuable information that is close to the correct
answer or at least related to the question, showing a possibility to be improved.

Our key idea is to view the open-ended medical VQA task as a combination of two sub-
tasks: content generation, which is of course a generative task; and a discriminative task
that extracts/selects the correct answer from the generated text to improve accuracy. Given
the poor accuracy of BLIP-2 predictions, we conjecture that doing these two sub-tasks
simultaneously may be too hard for such a strongly regularised generative model; also as
discussed in Section 2.2.2 and compared in Section 3.3, even large generative models may
not be good at discriminative tasks including multiple choice medical VQA, which could be
the bottleneck of BLIP-2’s accuracy.

Therefore, we propose a new pipeline that breaks open-ended medical VQA into two stages
by first using BLIP-2 to generate several candidate answers with the help of GPT-3.5-turbo
[Ope23b] and then using our ICE-pretrained model to conduct the discriminative task. In this
arrangement, we remark that both the two models only shoulder the responsibility where they
are good at. Our overall pipeline, summarised in Figure 4.7, consists of four steps: candidate
answer prediction (by BLIP-2), extraction/purification, augmentation (by GPT-3.5-turbo)
and finally answer selection (by our ICE-pretrained model). Below we introduce them in
details one by one.

Candidate answer prediction. The ultimate goal of the BLIP-2 model in our design now
changes to provide as much helpful information as possible, instead of directly giving the
correct answer. To best align with the multiple choice task that our ICE model is trained on,
we simply use the following prompt as the training target of BLIP-2 that concatenates all the
options (for input just delete the answers; note that only the answer region are included for
LM loss computing):

Question: {question} The possible answers are: {option1, option2, option3, option4}.
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Fig. 4.7 Overall pipeline of our approach. We first use BLIP-2 to make noisy predictions of
multiple candidate answers, then use GPT-3.5-turbo to extract valid ones and expand to 6
options, and finally select the correct one using our ICE-pretrained model as our final answer
for GPT-4 evaluation.
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Except the training target, we follow exactly the same settings introduced in Section 4.1.2 to
train the BLIP-2.

Candidate answer extraction/purification. As demonstrated in Figure 4.3 and 4.4, texts
generated from BLIP-2 are often found noisy as they are pretrained for image-captioning
and adapts poorly to the hard open-ended medical VQA task due to strong regularisation. To
extract valuable information from the noisy predictions, we resort to GPT-3.5-turbo using the
following prompt:

Given a biomedical question "{question}", extract all (at least one) possible candidate
options related to the question from a noisy guess: "{prediction}", and list them in the
format of "O1: option1 O2: option2..." without any explanation.

Since this is mostly a low-level text postprocessing, we find GPT-3.5-turbo is already
powerful enough to handle the task (e.g., able to remove irrelevant content or repeated
options) without a need for GPT-4. We remark this is also cheaper and more efficient
especially for a large-scale dataset.

Candidate answer augmentation. Ideally, BLIP-2 will be able to predict four possible
answers for each questions, however in real practice we find the number of answers hardly
controllable due to its limited fitting ability. For instance, when asked the colour of a
particular area in the image, it may enumerate many colours far more than 4 options; also in
some cases it may keep repeating one or two valid answers or start to talk about irrelevant
things after them (as shown in the example in Figure 4.7), which especially harms the
coverage rate of ground truth answer in the predicted options of these questions. To solve this
problem, we further propose to leverage the few-shot ability of GPT-3.5-turbo to augment
the candidate answers to six using the prompt below:

Given a biomedical question "{question}" and several possible candidate options
"{extracted candidates}", make the total number of candidate options to be 6 by
providing more possible candidate options according to the existing ones and the
question upon your biomedical knowledge or removing extra options, and list them in
the format of "O1: option1 O2: option2..." without any explanation.

Despite a solid foundation of medical knowledge it demands for a LLM to propose new
possible answers, we have manually verified that GPT-3.5-turbo is able to provide good
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options since in most cases it is more-than-one-shot prompting that has much lower difficulty
than zero/one-shot prompting.

Answer selection. The final step is to choose one correct answers from the predicted options,
where our ICE-pretrained model can be very useful. Because 1) the original ICE model is
trained for four options per questions and now we have six, and 2) part of the candidate
answers are generated by GPT-3.5-turbo that may lead to a domain gap and degraded
performance, we first apply the above procedure for 5k image-caption pairs randomly
selected from the training set, and further fine-tune the ICE-pretrained model on them for 10
epochs to bridge the gap. We also randomly select 1k samples for validation. Particularly,
we use the second prompt in Section 4.2.1 to ask GPT-3.5-turbo (instead of GPT-4 due to
efficiency and API pricing considerations) for labels of the training data. For the multiple
choice questions with six options per question in the validation set, the fine-tuned model
achieves 37.7% top1 accuracy (16.7% for random guess) and 57.9% top2 accuracy (33.3%
for random guess), and 44.1% top1 accuracy for four-option multiple choice (very close
to the 44.5% obtained on the noisy PMC-VQA-test; we randomly remove two distractors
from the six options to test this case). Note that the numbers are only for reference, as 1)
the training label is the option closest to the ground truth answer among the six candidates,
which, in reverse, does not guarantee that the ground truth answer has the closest meaning to
the chosen option among the four distractors in GPT-4 evaluation, and 2) as a corollary, there
may be zero/more than one correct candidates for some questions. We will provide relative
analysis in Section 4.3.2.

Remark. The problem we aim to address is in fact a problem of adaptation. From this
perspective, the poor human-readability of MedVInT answers can be interpreted as a failure
of direct adaptation from vision-language pretraining (recall that it adopts pretrained visual
encoder and LLM) to the hard medical VQA task. While BLIP-2 performs better on this, it
has just started its first step in this adaptation, and needs further help for continuous steps,
i.e., the discriminative task. Here GPT-3.5-turbo serves as a good adaptor by transforming
the generated content into a multiple choice VQA task that the ICE-pretrained model can
handle, which together form into a step-by-step adaptation chain that yields good results as
we will show below.

4.2.3 A Simple Ensemble Trick

Recall that in the third observation we made in Section 4.1.2, MedVInT performs slightly
better than the raw BLIP-2 on absolute accuracy, which means in cases where MedVInT
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Fig. 4.8 An ensemble trick based on answer readability.

does not talk nonsense, its predictions are relatively accurate. Therefore, a natural idea is
to do ensemble between the MedVInT model and our BLIP-2 pipeline to take advantage of
both the two models.

Considering the accuracy-readability trade-off observed in Section 4.1.2 and the GPT-4
evaluation protocol in Section 4.2.1, we first use MedVInT to generate an answer and ask
GPT-4 whether the answer is nonsense or completely irrelevant to the question. If it is a
sensible answer, we directly use it as the final output as it is believed to be more reliable.
On the other side, if it is not, before we have nothing else to do, but now we can have a
second chance to consult the BLIP-2 pipeline for a human-readable answer. We will further
demonstrate this ensemble trick is simple but effective.

4.3 Experiments

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our approach on the open-ended medical
VQA questions in PMC-VQA-test-clean with our newly proposed GPT-4 evaluation protocol.
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Table 4.1 Comparison between baseline MedVInT model and our proposed approach.

Method Absolute Standard Nonsense Rate Clean

MedVInT 17.55 33.28 62.90 47.30
BLIP-2-single 30.65 34.63 15.90 36.44
MedVInT - BLIP-2-single 32.55 35.83 11.30 36.70
BLIP-2-ICE 33.60 36.83 12.90 38.58
MedVInT - BLIP-2-ICE 35.75 37.80 8.20 38.94

We also compare performance of individual raw models as baselines and conduct ablation
study on several key designs of our approach.

4.3.1 Main Results

We compare the MedVInT model and the BLIP-2 model in Section 4.1.2 with the performance
of our pipeline proposed in Section 4.2.2, and the ensemble model in Section 4.2.3 with
the reliable GPT-4-based evaluation protocol in Section 4.2.1. Specifically, BLIP-2-single
denotes the model in Section 4.1.2 that is trained to predict one single answer given a question,
and for a valid comparison, we apply the same purification step in Section 4.2.2 to extract
clean answers. If more than one answers are extracted, we deem the model having no ability
to choose among them so we randomly assign one as its prediction. Accordingly, we use
BLIP-2-ICE to represent our pipeline and MedVInT - BLIP-2-ICE to represent the ensemble
that first consults MedVInT. Beyond the absolute and standard accuracy defined in Section
4.2.1, we also evaluate clean accuracy, which refers to the accuracy after removing the
human-unreadable answers, and nonsense rate.

As reported in Table 4.1, our BLIP-2-ICE pipelines gives much better performance than
either MedVInT or the raw BLIP-2-single model in both absolute and standard accuracy.
The two accuracies further increases from 33.60% to 35.75% and from 36.83% to 37.80%
when the ensemble trick is applied. Notably, MedVInT gives surprisingly high nonsense
rate of 62.90% and also high clean accuracy of 47.30%, and BLIP-2-single yields much
lower nonsense rate of 15.90% but relatively poor accuracy that aligns with our observation.
We remark that although the high clean accuracy of MedVInT may not be that indicative as
the questions it gives human-readable answers may be potentially easier that other models
can also answer them well, the table shows that ensemble is always beneficial. This is
expected as it provably reduces nonsense rate and either one of the two individuals gives
better predictions than random guess.
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(a) GT answer coverage (b) fine-tune accuracy

(c) BLIP-2-ICE (d) MedVInT - BLIP-2-ICE

Fig. 4.9 Influence of number of predicted candidate answers.

4.3.2 Ablation Study

Influence of the number of predicted options. In our design, we adopt GPT-3.5-turbo to
expand the candidate answers to as many as six, and here we further study whether this is a
proper number. On one hand, as shown in Figure 4.9a, more options per question indicate a
better coverage of the ground truth answer (by which we mean at least one of the options
will be judged as correct); on the other hand, more candidates adds higher pressure on the
discriminative task, i.e., it becomes more challenging for the ICE model to select the best
option among many options. However, Figure 4.9c and 4.9d shows that both the BLIP-2
individual and the ensemble benefit from more candidates, implying that the performance
bottleneck still lies at the generative task. We conjecture this is because we also have more
correct options as the total number of options grows (in expectation, 1/4 of them are correct
if assuming that they are completely random) which does not significantly increases the
learning burden of ICE. This also proves the flexibility of our ICE model and the potential
power of this pipeline.
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Table 4.2 Ablation study on several key designs of our approach.

Method Absolute Standard Nonsense Rate Clean

BLIP-2-single-ICE 31.35 34.98 14.50 36.67
BLIP-2-ICE (zero-shot) 32.70 34.73 8.10 35.58
BLIP-2-ICE 33.60 36.83 12.90 38.58
MedVInT - BLIP-2-single-ICE 34.00 36.54 10.15 37.84
MedVInT - BLIP-2-ICE (zero-shot) 34.30 35.63 5.30 36.22
MedVInT - BLIP-2-ICE 35.75 37.80 8.20 38.94

Fig. 4.10 An interesting case in PMC-VQA [ZWZ+23] that may expose the weakness of
one-shot prompting. Without more predicted options, GPT-3.5-turbo guesses several kinds
of red instead of other common colours, which fail to cover the ground truth answer blue.

Effectiveness of key steps. Recall there are four key steps in our pipeline: generative
prediction, purification, augmentation and ICE fine-tuning. Since purification is absolutely
necessary for valid results and without augmentation it degenerates to the situation with ≤ 4
options that gives poor results according to Figure 4.9, here we study the effectiveness of
the other two steps. First, shown in Table 4.2, both absolute and standard accuracy decrease
by ∼ 2% if we predict only one answer instead four. This is because, given its unreliable
prediction, the other five options generated by one-shot prompting GPT-3.5-turbo can be
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even more unreliable (accumulation of errors) as discussed in Section 4.2.2. Here we also
present an interesting case in Figure 4.10, where GPT-3.5-turbo fails to cover the ground
truth answer without more predicted options as guidance. Then we remove the fine-tuning
step and directly use the ICE model trained on 4-way multiple choice questions for zero-shot
6-way multiple choice. Although the model has even lower nonsense rate, it gives less
satisfying standard/clean accuracy. Beyond the possibility that ICE model could be sensitive
to option numbers, we also provide an interpretation of this interesting phenomenon from a
domain adaptation view: the options augmented by GPT-3.5-turbo are more diverse and less
controllable than the options provided in PMC-VQA/predicted by BLIP-2 that establishes
a domain gap; from the view of the unaligned ICE model, it naturally prefers in-domain
options that are closer to the question that leads to low nonsense rate; unfortunately, this does
no good to improving actual accuracy as the augmented options are also valuable, as shown
in the ground truth answer coverage analysis.



Chapter 5

Adapting ICE-Pretrained Model to
Downstream Medical VQA Task

In this chapter, we demonstrate how the ICE-pretrained model in Chapter 3 can benefit
downstream medical VQA tasks, particularly on the most widely used dataset VQA-RAD
[LGBADF18] as a representative example. We first challenge the usual formulation that
views answering closed-ended questions as multi-classification, and reformulate it into a
multiple choice VQA task that best reflects the original intention of this dataset. We further
show that this reformulation can naturally better align with our ICE-pretrained model and
the key ideas of our inner contrastive loss with the help of advanced LLMs. We demonstrate
significant flexibility and efficacy of our novel approach through comprehensive experiments,
and establish a new state-of-the-art.

5.1 Dataset and Task Reformulation

In this section, we start our discussion from revisiting the VQA-RAD dataset and common
formulation of the VQA task. We argue that current formulation of closed-ended questions
has some limitations and propose to reformulate it into a much more sensible and flexible
way.

The VQA-RAD dataset. The VQA-RAD dataset is a medical VQA dataset that is much
smaller and easier than PMC-VQA [ZWZ+23]. It contains 315 radiological images and
3,515 questions with 517 possible answers, in which 2,095 questions are closed-ended and
1,420 questions are open-ended with partial overlap between the two types of questions
(which is different from PMC-VQA where the multiple choice and open-ended tasks share
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exactly the same collection of questions with the only difference of options provided/not
provided) and some of them are rephrased versions of others. What’s more, most of the
closed-ended questions are binary questions with yes/no as the answers, a small portion of
them are in the type of "A or B", and only a few questions ask "A, B or C" that requires to
choose one out of three options. We note that even though the options can be extracted from
these questions, they are not explicitly provided in the dataset. For the open-ended questions,
their answers are short free-form texts that usually do not appear in the questions. We refer
readers to Lau et al. [LGBADF18] for more details.

Revisiting common formulation of medical VQA. Previously, the medical VQA task is
considered as a classification problem with C candidate answers where C is usually a large
number [ZLF+20]. Each unique candidate answer is viewed as a category, and a classifier fθ

is usually trained to maximise the possibility of the correct answer ai as

L(θ) =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

log p(ai; fθ (vi,qi)), (5.1)

given an image-question pair (vi,qi), in which N ≥C is the total number of image-question
pairs. However, we remark that this formulation has at least two major limitations:

1. As pointed out by Zhang et al. [ZWZ+23] who advocate to completely formulate
medical VQA as a generative task, in complex large-scale datasets including PMC-
VQA that are built for real world applications, C becomes extremely large (>100k in
PMC-VQA) that makes models almost impossible to classify over that many categories;
even though it is possible, the whole network may need to be retrained when more
candidate answers are added or changed, making it hardly generalisable across datasets.
What is worse, Eslami et al. [EMDM23] notice that some answers are only seen in the
test set, which makes them almost impossible to be correctly answered. This problem
is in line with the general criticism in learning from a limited amount of supervised
“gold-labels” from fixed number of categories [RKH+21], while feature comparing
with language supervision is clearly a better alternative as done by our ICE model.

2. In a small medical VQA dataset like VQA-RAD, this formulation of closed-end task
exposes potential risk of label leakage due to data sparsity. For instance, in the example
shown in Figure 5.1a, the question clearly intends to discriminate the correct answer
"hyperintense" from a false distractor "hypointense". However, the word "hypointense"
never appears as an answer to any other questions in the whole dataset (including the
open-ended questions), suggesting that it is impossible to be selected. Consequently,
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(a) example 1

(b) example 2

Fig. 5.1 Examples of potential label leakage in small medical VQA datasets using the
common formulation. While the questions intend to discriminate the distractors (blue) from
correct answers (red), the distractors may never appear in the collection of candidate answers
so that they are impossible to be chosen. Examples selected from VQA-RAD [LGBADF18].

the model can learn a latent shortcut that simply maps an image-question pair to
a candidate answer that appears in the question without any actual knowledge of
the difference between the correct answer and the distractors, which is obviously
unjustifiable and leads to accuracy overestimation.

Reformulating closed-ended questions into multiple choice questions. Given the two
major flaws, a much more proper way is to formulate the task into multiple choice VQA.
Since all the candidate answers are already provided in the questions, we manually extract
them from the questions as a list of options, e.g. "T1 weighted [SEP] T2 weighted [SEP]
FLAIR" in the second example in Figure 5.1b. In the reformulation, 1) distractors are forced
to be added for consideration of the model, which eliminates the risk of label leakage and
best reflects the original intention of the question; 2) the model needs and only needs to
decide among the corresponding options instead of all candidate answers, which inspires
new methods to better learn from the dataset and boosts training efficiency.
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5.2 Approach

In this section, we mainly discuss how to best adapt our ICE-pretrained model to this task.
Although they share a similar format and target, we remark there remains to be a gap, e.g.,
most answers in the closed-ended questions are yes/no instead of biomedical content as in
PMC-VQA multiple choice questions. Therefore, we once again resort to advanced LLMs
for better adaptation.

5.2.1 Closed-Ended Medical VQA

As mentioned above, even though the task has been reformulated into a multiple choice task
that aligns with our ICE-pretrained model, only a simple word yes/no is the answer to most
of the questions. Consider that we compare answer feature with options features that are
diverse embeddings of biomedical content, these two words give only two different option
features that makes our approach almost degenerate to a common binary classification with
fixed labels. To this end, we propose to restate these questions and answers into the "A or B"
type with GPT-3.5-turbo using the following prompt:

Example1: Given question: "Is this an axial image?" restated: "[BOS] Q: Is this image
axial or not axial? A: axial [SEP] not axial [EOS]".

Example2: Given question: "Does this patient have a pleural effusion?" re-
stated: "[BOS] Q: Does this patient have a pleural effusion or no pleural effusion? A:
has a pleural effusion [SEP] no pleural effusion [EOS]".

Following the above two examples, restate question: "{question}" strictly in
the same format of "[BOS] Q:{restated question} A:{restated answer1} [SEP]
{restated answer2} [EOS]" without explanation. Must include "or" in the question and
must not include "yes" or "no" in the answers and should not be a complete sentence
(as concise as possible). Do this three times.

Note that we do this three times per question in one prompt for diverse outputs as augmen-
tations. We also note that although we find GPT-3.5-turbo may struggle to understand this
rewriting task without examples, two-shot prompting is enough for reliable outputs. For
the questions that are already in the format of "A or B", we also do such augmentations by
prompting GPT-4:
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Given question: "{question}" and candidate answers "{options}", restate the question
in another way but keep its original meaning, and restate the corresponding answers if
necessary. Do it strictly in the format of "[BOS] Q:{restated question} A:{restated
answer1} [SEP] {restated answer2} [EOS]" without explanation. Do this three times.

We use GPT-4 this time simply because we feel hard to give good examples and GPT-4 is
capable of understanding the task. Examples of rewritten questions and options are presented
in Figure 5.2.

In summary, our approach enjoys two major advantages when cooperating with the ICE-
pretrained model:

1. Better alignment. As shown in the examples we feed into GPT-3.5-turbo, the rewritten
options contain better biomedical information that allows the option embeddings
extracted from the text encoder to align better with the answer feature. Moreover, this
is closer to the pretraining task without degeneration of forcing the answer features to
concentrate around the two embeddings of "yes" and "no".

2. Suitable for augmentation. In general domains, text augmentation by rewriting has
been demonstrated to be important in vision-language pretraining [FKI+23]. Since our
ICE model enjoys the superiority of being able to handle arbitrarily many candidate
answers (of all questions), the rewritten format is particularly suitable for effective
augmentation, unlike any of the previous works which all deal with the fixed format of
yes/no.

5.2.2 Open-Ended Medical VQA

For open-ended medical VQA at this small scale, we currently simply follow the traditional
way of comparing the answer feature with all option features and selecting the most similar
one as our answer, and leave the adaption of large generative models such as MedVInT for
future work. We remark that even in this situation our way is much more flexible than those
classifier-based methods, as options as many as we want can be compared with the answer
feature (rather than a fixed number), making our proposed pipeline of "first guess candidates,
then select one" a promising direction to explore.

Voyaging beyond this, we realise this learning objective falls back to the degenerated inner
contrastive loss (only half of Equation 2.1) without fine-grained supervision. Therefore we
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(a) "yes or no" type

(b) "A or B" type

Fig. 5.2 Examples of rewritten closed-ended questions and options. Selected from VQA-
RAD [LGBADF18].
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(a) example 1

(b) example 2

Fig. 5.3 Examples of constructed distractors as textual hard negatives. Selected from VQA-
RAD [LGBADF18].

further propose to add our inner contrastive loss during training for fine-grained supervision,
and construct the textual hard negatives (in this case, distractors as in multiple choice
questions) with GPT-3.5-turbo using the prompt

Given question: "{question}", the ground truth answer is "{answer}". Guess another
two possible candidate answers and output strictly in the format of "[BOS] ground
truth answer [SEP] guess1 [SEP] guess2 [EOS]".

Two examples are demonstrated in Figure 5.3.

We train the model using equal weights of the degenerated inner contrastive loss and inner
contrastive loss:

ℓopen = ℓde-inner + ℓinner. (5.2)

Note that here ℓde-inner is different from the de-inner loss in Equation 3.2, and it actually
denotes the loss of matching one answer feature with the correct answer while contrasting
the other candidate options.
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5.3 Experiments

In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach by comparing it with a
long line of baseline methods. We show our method establishes the new state-of-the-art on
VQA-RAD.

5.3.1 Our Settings

Closed-ended questions. We basically follow the ICE pretraining settings as now they are
both multiple choice tasks, but remove the de-inner loss between questions and images, as
questions in VQA-RAD often do not contain valuable information about the image (recall
the loss term analysis in Section 3.3.4). We now have two or three options per question in
VQA-RAD, so to facilitate batch processing, we use some dummy options (e.g., "I don’t
know") for random padding and shuffle the option list when feeding them into the network.

Open-ended questions. Recall that previously we leave as many [MASK] tokens as the
longest option may take and take the feature at the last [SEP] token as answer feature. Now
since the two longest options in the training and test set of VQA-RAD are different (which
implies that two different, fixed number of [MASK] tokens are input into the model during
training and evaluation), we take the feature at the [SEP] right after the question instead for
better generalisation. Since we cannot fit all the VQA-RAD candidate answers into the text
input, for better adaptation, we also remove the options in PMC-VQA and re-pretrain an
ICE model with only the question as text input, and it achieves an accuracy of 42.61% on
PMC-VQA-test-clean. We fine-tune the ICE-pretrained model for 20 epochs using the same
settings.

5.3.2 Evaluation Metric

Closed-ended questions. While in Section 5.1 we point out that the common formulation
of closed-ended medical VQA is fundamentally improper and propose a reasonable way of
reformulation, we keep the original evaluation metric used in the papers of all the baseline
methods introduced in Section 2.3. This is because 1) most of the baseline VQA frame-
works (e.g., MEVF+BAN [KJZ18, NDN+19], CR [ZLF+20]) are not designed for handling
arbitrarily many answer candidates and are hard to be modified to fit our formulation; 2)
our pretraining approach is also not designed for a classifier-based framework to hold a
fair comparison between the two formulations; 3) some recent works (including RAMM
[YJT+23], PTUnifier [CDW+23]) neither release code/pretraining data nor be clear about
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Table 5.1 Comparison between our proposed approach and baseline models on VQA-RAD
performance.

Method Open-ended Closed-ended Overall

MEVF+BAN [NDN+19, KJZ18] 1 49.16 77.21 66.08
CR [ZLF+20] 60.00 79.30 71.60
MMBERT [KBM+21] 63.13 77.94 72.06
PubMedCLIP [EMDM23] 60.10 80.00 72.10
CR+CP [ZLF+20, LZXW22] 60.50 80.40 72.50
BiomedCLIP [ZXU+23] 67.60 79.78 74.94
M2I2 [LLT+22] 66.48 83.46 76.71
M3AE [CDH+22] 67.23 83.46 77.01
PMC-CLIP [LZZ+23] 67.00 84.00 77.60
RAMM [YJT+23] 67.60 85.29 78.27
PTUnifier [CDW+23] 68.72 84.56 78.27
MedVInT-TE [ZWZ+23] 69.27 84.19 78.27
MedVInT-TD [ZWZ+23] 73.74 86.76 81.60
ICE (ours) 75.42 86.03 81.82

implementation details, making them impossible to reproduce. Different from other baseline
methods, for the only compared generative model MedVInt, Zhang et al. [ZWZ+23] particu-
larly adopts string matching to choose answers that best match the generated content. While
they claim this is a more difficult problem for generative models due to a larger output space,
we argue this does not make sense as the output space is divided into the same number of
equivalent classes by the answer labels (recall that in Section 4.2.1 even a human unreadable
string generated by their model can be judged as correct), which by no means increases
difficulty. Most importantly, we ensure that our method is fairly evaluated based upon the
original intention of this task.

Open-ended questions. Following all the baseline methods (including MedVInT [ZWZ+23]),
we view this as a classification/retrieval task and choose the best one among all the candidate
answers and report accuracy. We remark although this is not a perfect evaluation metric and
is infeasible for large dataset, currently it is probably the best choice for this small dataset.

5.3.3 Results and Analysis

1Results quoted from Zhan et al. [ZLF+20], which are better than Nguyen et al. [NDN+19] originally
reported.
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Table 5.2 Ablation study on the effectiveness of GPT-3.5-turbo-based rewriting and augmen-
tation for closed-ended questions.

Pretraining Data Processing Closed-ended

None
original 73.90
original + 3× yes/no aug + A/B aug 77.94

ICE
(on PMC-VQA)

original 83.09
original + 1× yes/no aug 83.82
original + 3× yes/no aug 85.29
original + 3× yes/no aug + 3× A/B aug + rewritten test 86.03
original + 3× yes/no aug + 3× A/B aug 86.03

Table 5.3 Ablation study on the effectiveness of GPT-3.5-turbo-based augmentation for
open-ended questions.

Pretraining Data Processing Open-ended

None
original 58.10
original + open aug 11.17

ICE
(on PMC-VQA)

original 74.30
original + open aug 75.42

Main results. As reported in Table 5.1, our approach achieves 75.42% open-ended question
accuracy, 86.03% closed-ended question accuracy and 81.82% overall accuracy, which is the
new state-of-the-art. Notably, our method significantly improves performance on open-ended
questions, especially compared to the previous best contrastive model (PTUnifier [CDW+23],
68.72%), with an improvement of 6.70%. This strongly verifies the effectiveness of our
ICE-pretrained model and our adaptation techniques with advanced LLMs.

Ablation study. We then study the effect of each individual technique we proposed. Results
in Table 5.2 shows that simply doing augmentation on the yes/no questions for one time is
helpful (from 83.09% to 83.82%), and doing it more times can further improve the accuracy
to 85.29%; when further doing augmentation on "A or B" type questions, the accuracy further
increases by 0.74%. We also try to rewrite the test questions in the same way for evaluation
and get the same result of 86.03%, which verifies that our model indeed learns to extract
biomedical information from the options instead of just a simple yes/no binary classification.
To evaluate the influence of ICE pretraining, we also train on VQA-RAD from scratch for
60 epochs (3 times longer for good convergence). It can be seen from the table that it can
greatly benefit from ICE pretraining (∼ 9% accuracy increase), and in this situation our
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augmentation can boost the performance by a large margin (∼ 4%). Similarly, Table 5.3
further demonstrates the effectiveness of our inner contrastive loss that works harmoniously
with the traditional de-inner loss based on pretraining; and without pretraining, as explained
in Section 3.2, directly using hard negatives when training from scratch can be harmful as it is
too difficult for the model to get good convergence. Note that even without this augmentation
technique our model can outperform all the baseline methods, which again shows the great
power of ICE pretraining.



Chapter 6

Conclusion, Limitation and Future Work

In this thesis, we mainly discuss the problem of adapting pretrained vision-language models to
downstream tasks in medical domains, from two perspectives: adjusting the pretraining target,
and reformulating/restating downstream tasks. We use medical VQA as a representative task
and adopt a contrastive model.

Following the pretraining chain of PMC-OA (image-caption pairs) → PMC-VQA (image-
question pairs) → downstream medical VQA tasks (image-question pairs), we point out
that highly similar medical images in the first pretraining stage can hinder the model from
learning better image embeddings, thus remove the ℓt2i half in the traditional ITC loss; and
also fine-grained language supervision is demanded for specific VQA questions, for which
we use false distractors in PMC-VQA multiple choice questions as hard negatives in the
second pretraining stage. The proposed ICE pretraining framework achieves state-of-the-art
performance in a hard multiple choice medical VQA task, showing great discriminative
power of contrastive models in such tasks.

We then study how our ICE model can benefit downstream tasks. Under the accuracy-
readability trade-off in hard open-ended medical VQA tasks, we find the proposed pipeline
that first predicts answer candidates using BLIP-2 and then chooses the best one with the
ICE model as well as our simple ensemble trick can greatly enhance the answer readability
while having high accuracy. Under our reformulation of closed-ended questions in VQA-
RAD, a training set restated and augmented with advanced LLMs can significantly boost
accuracy by better aligning with the pretraining task of the ICE model, and the fine-grained
supervision idea in ICE can further improve accuracy of open-ended questions, giving the
new state-of-the-art overall accuracy of 81.82%. Extensive experiments show great flexibility
of our ICE pretraining framework in adaptation to downstream medical tasks.
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Despite the effectiveness of our model, we remark there are some limitations that could be
refined in future work. In our ICE pretraining framework, we brutally remove the second
half of the ITC loss for simplicity. However, there could be more careful ways to mitigate the
harm of highly similar medical images, e.g., detecting and removing highly similar images
based on some similarity metric, or removing images in the same subdomains. For hard
open-ended medical VQA task, since the results in Section 4.3.2 shows the bottleneck is
still at the generative task, a promising direction to explore is a more properly regularised
generative model that can achieve balance in the accuracy-readability trade-off, which can
also be integrated into our ensemble strategy. Finally, in Chapter 5 we still perform open-
ended VQA by comparing all candidate answers. Another way to explore is to follow the
"first guess, then select" paradigm proposed in Chapter 4, which is more applicable to large
datasets in reality.
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